I. THE BOLIVIAN ECONOMY AT THE END OF THE 1920s

The tin mining industry
After the crisis of the silver mining industry at the end of the 19 Despite the price drop since 1927, exports increased by 44.8% from 1925 to 1929, and it was precisely in this last year that the highest export level in the economic history of the country was achieved. It is also noticeable that this mineral was acquiring increasing importance in total exports, representing on average 75. 1%, between 1925-1929 (see table 1 ).
It is important to note that the main recipient of the tin ore exports was England, in 1929 77.2% of the total important repercussions in the economic policy prior to the Great Depression, likewise in the initial phase of it. Its contracting began in 1909, and grew in the 1920s. In 1920, the external debt balance reached US$2.2 million, and in 1929, US$62.7 million.
These loans were used for the building of railways (mostly anti-economical), in the financing of the fiscal deficit, and the re-financing of the same external debt; also, important parts of the internal and floating debt turned into external debt. In other words, the external credit was not used in the expansion of exportable productive capacity, that would have helped to fulfill the debt service, and it wasn't used to impulse a process that could modify the export profile of the Bolivian economy (see table 2 ). Anual (1930) .
Note: In 1914 two extraordinary credits were contracted: a) From Koning Brothers for £70,000, b) From the National City Bank of New York for US$ 100,000. £ = Pounds Sterling; NA = Not Available. *Covers the balances of credit of 1917 , 1922 , 1928 , except for Ulen Contracting (1920 ), Glyn Mills (1925 and Vickers (1928) , which were paid off credits. Includes the two loans from the South American Mining Co., converted to bolivianos at the official buying exchange rate of Bs. 13.27/£, and then to dollars at the official buying exchange rate of Bs. 2.79/US$.
On the other hand, creditors were placing strong conditions on the country, like the mortgage of the main sources of revenues, whose control was taken over by the creditors; in this aspect, the outstanding case is the Nicolaus' loan of 1922. The law of authorization of this loan determined the creation of the Permanent Fiscal Commission, an institution in charge of controlling the state revenues that served as security for this loan 8 . Yet, new credits contracted after 1922, had higher interest rates compared to those acquired previously.
Public finances and public debt
The resources of the Treasury, that depended by a proportion of 60% on the revenues from foreign trade, grew at an average rate of 3.3% between 1925 and 1929, while expenditures (where public debt and defense reached 64% of total expenses), increased by an average of 2.3%. However higher the growth rate of executed revenues, these where constantly lower compared to those budgeted, with the resulting existence of recurrent fiscal deficits (see table  3 ). The macroeconomic consequences of the constant fiscal deficit were expressed in their financing, first through the floating debt, and then through the creation of internal debt that was paid off later with external debt; in other words, the governments stopped paying the commercial banks, from which they took loans; then they got into debt with the public and the bank, originating floating and internal debt 9 , and finally they turned these debts into external loans. 8 Was created through the Law of March 27 th , 1922. 9 The domestic debt was caused by sales of government bonds within the country, operations generally known as "empréstitos" and could be bought by banks and individuals. Their purpose was to cover the extraordinary obligations of the Treasury and the fiscal deficit or raising resources for extraordinary payments, for example, From 1925 to 1929 the external debt increased by 90.1%, while the internal and floating debts decreased by 40.0% and 34.6%, respectively. The additions of the external, internal and floating debts made up the total public debt, which increased by 53.1% (see The increase of the public debt, mainly the external one, affected of the punctual repayment of the debt that weighed down enormously on fiscal expenditures. In 1929 the amount budgeted for the service of public debt reached 36% of the budgeted expenses. These numbers, because of their projected character, don't show the real amounts that, without doubt, were larger.
The gold standard and the monetary and exchange policies
Background
The monetary system of the (then recently founded) Republic of Bolivia in 1825, was the same as the one of the colony, it was bi-metallic. Even though gold coins were minted between 1831 and 1857, they barely reached 8% of the total minted, in the year of largest issue. In this sense, despite the consecutive monetary laws (1848, 1863, 1869, 1871 and 1872) which determined the minting and fine content of gold and silver coins, in practice, since 1858, no more gold coins were issued, so that the valid monetary standard was based on silver
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. those made to veterans of the Pacific and Acre wars. The floating debt had its origin in state debts with commercial banks and individuals, which were not paid in the same fiscal year but passed on to the following year as such floating debt. Edmundo Vázquez. Nociones de finanzas generales y hacienda pública de Bolivia (La Paz; Editorial Renacimiento, 1939), pp. 485, 491-499. 10 Casto Rojas. Historia financiera de Bolivia (La Paz, UMSA, 1977 ) [1915 . The national monetary unit named Boliviano was introduced in 1863, together with the decimal system, that allowed the Boliviano to be divided into 100 centavos.
Due to the permanent depreciation of silver, because of the international process of changing the bi-metallic standard gold-silver to the gold standard, which began in the1870's . Subsequently, through the law of November 30 th of 1904, the exchange value of the pound sterling was determined at Bs. 12.50, the payment of 50% of customs duties in gold at the previous exchange rate, free export of silver coins, and the prohibition of their import. Finally, through the law of December 5 th of 1908, it was acknowledged that English and Peruvian pounds sterling fulfilled two functions of money: unity of account and means of payment, at an exchange rate of 12.50 Bs/£, although it was also arranged to mint smaller coins of silver and nickel. The silver coins were minted until 1909, but in decreasing quantities 13 . With the purpose of financing the definitive introduction of the gold standard, the external credit from J. P. Morgan for £500,000 was used to constitute the necessary reserves.
Monetary and exchange policies
Theoretically, the main characteristics of the gold standard were: i) the national monetary unit was defined by its weight in gold, and the Central Bank bought and sold gold at a fixed price; ii) banknotes were convertible to gold; iii) exchange rates were set based on the fine content of gold in the national currency; and iv) free import and export of gold. Therefore, the means of circulation in each country depended on the international movements of gold, in other words, on the international reserves in each country 14 . However, there were differences with respect to the composition of the reserves and the domestic circulation. Only England, Germany, France, and the United States had gold reserves and gold coins. Other countries had reserves in gold, and the domestic means of payment were made of gold, silver, fiduciary coins and paper. There were countries with reserves mainly in foreign currencies, and a monetary supply made of gold and silver coins, and banknotes. In Latin America there were reserves only in foreign currencies, and the domestic circulation was divided among gold, silver and banknotes 15 .
In the case of Bolivia, the adopted gold standard worked in respect of the link between the monetary supply and the level of reserves of the Bank of the Bolivian Nation [Banco de la Nación Boliviana], an institution created in 1911, and to which in 1914 was granted the exclusivity of issuing money. This monetary system had other deficiencies. First, the laws of 1904 and 1908 did not define the national monetary unit, the boliviano, in terms of its fine content of gold. Second, therefore, the currency rate fixed, at Bs. 12.50, was not based on its fine content of gold, because it did not exist. The effect was a permanent fluctuation of the exchange rate, although until 1912 the variations were not significant. Third, as we shall study later on, the free exchange rate was suspended in 1914.
The information in table 5 allows us to see that there were two factors that influenced the monetary system: the negative external shocks of the prices of tin, and the contracting of external credit, both impacted on the level of reserves and on the exchange rate.
- --------12,47  1906  ---------12,04  1908  ---------13,52  1909 - Universitaria, 1955), pp. 16, 27, 39, 52, 62; -1935 : Banco Central de Bolivia. Memoria anual (1936 , p. 103. n.a. = Not available. M1: Notes and coins in the hands of the public + deposits. (a) Until June. From July on the Central Bank of Bolivia began to operate.
The sudden decreases of tin prices caused recession due to the contraction of income in foreign currency and, therefore, in the monetary reserves of the Bank of the Bolivian Nation, this was the case in 1908-1909, 1914-1915 and 1921-1922 . While external credit influenced the increase of monetary reserves, the means of circulation and the revaluation of the exchange rate. These events caused a public reaction that demanded the banking system convert their banknotes into gold. At the same time, importers were opposed to devaluation because it increased their costs. In front of them, the mining entrepreneurs had an opposite position because the devaluation increased their incomes in bolivianos, and this allowed them to cover their local costs.
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The response of the authorities was active. It was arranged for a transitory suspension of the exchange of banknotes for gold, that is to say an interruption of the free exchange of national money for gold or other foreign currencies 17 . On the other hand, to increase the supply of foreign currencies and to stop the losses of reserves, exporters were obliged to hand over to the Bank of the Bolivian Nation 10% of the value of their exports. This measure remained valid until 1922 18 On the fiscal level, the reduction of income caused the Ministry of Finance to resort to open market operations, issuing Customs promissory notes and turning to loans from the commercial banks.
Between 1915 and 1916, the price of tin had a strong recovery that positively impacted on the value of exports and imports, even though the quantity of exports was still low in relation to that in 1913. On the other hand, the monetary restriction was overcome through a new external loan in 1913 (Credit Mobilier) worth £1.5 million. In this way, reserves grew from 1915, as did the monetary supply. In 1916 the pound sterling was newly revalued.
The measures that obligated exporters to hand over a percentage of their foreign exchange became the motive of a debate that confronted the supporters of intervention with those liberals who believed in the automatic functioning of the mechanism of adjustment between the levels of reserves and the exchange rates and that, as a result, considered it to be unnecessary to have any intervention at all.
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During the crisis of 1920-1922 the price of tin fell by 46.1%, the value of tin exports dropped by 73.8% and fiscal income was reduced by 24.3%. The reserves fell between 1920 and 1921 by 10.7%, the means of circulation dropped by 3.9% and the exchange rate, which was revalued in 1920, as a result of the Ulen Contracting loan in 1922 for US$2.2 million, depreciated by 35.0% between 1920 and 1922.
Observe that reserves grew significantly in 1922, increasing their relation to M1 to 80.1%, an absolute record until then. As a consequence, there was a revaluation of the exchange rate in 1923. The origin of this chain of events was once more a contract for a new external debt, the Nicolaus loan for US$33.0 million, which also allowed the suspension of the obligatory hand over of 10% in foreign currency.
In spite of successive contracts of external credit that brought about growth in monetary reserves and in the means of circulation, as well as revaluations of the exchange rate, the suspension of the convertibility of banknotes, in force since 1914, was not annulled, but maintained until 1922 and, after a brief interruption, was re-established the same year and lasted until 1928. As a consequence, one of the basic principles of the gold standard, free convertibility, did not function in Bolivia; nevertheless, in practice, economic brokers could acquire foreign exchange with national currency, which constituted the monetary reserves Only in this way can we understand the persistence in the obligatory handing over of foreign currency. Precisely, in 1925 the percentage of such hand over rose to 25%.
These noted aspects permit the inference that the gold standard in Bolivia, as in France and other countries, was a "limping along" one; in other words, that was unstable as a result of not being complete and functioned with difficulty 20 . From the perspective of validity of free 19 The examination of this debate, which requires analyzing the tendencies of the economic theory in With respect to monetary policy, if one understands it as the management by the authorities of the supply of means of payment or issue of money, it is over the level of the reserves that the authorities operate when contracting external credit and, therefore, they have an indirect influence on the money supply. As a consequence, the flow of foreign exchange coming from external debt was the relevant instrument for increasing the reserves that in 1914 were increased by up to 40%, and were raised to 50% at an annual rate of 2%
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. Information permits the verification that between 1914 and 1928 the average value for the reserves with respect to the monetary supply was 48.7%, that is to say that there was registered a good level of back up. Another mechanism of management was the establishment of the obligatory hand over of foreign currency earned by exporters, which allowed the leveling of the foreign exchange supply with the reserves in times of external crisis. Taking into account the noted factors, one can see that the radius of action of the monetary policy was not so tight.
As for the independence of the Bank of the Bolivian Nation with respect to the government, evidence exists that the government tried to increase its influence on the board of directors and in the decisions of the bank, through the law of January 8 
Factors of vulnerability
The preponderance of tin in the structure of exports, the importance of revenue provided by foreign commerce on the whole of the fiscal revenue and the elevated foreign debt, expressed a high level of vulnerability in the Bolivian economy to the negative external shocks on the price of tin and in the world market of capital. Indeed, all the movement of the Bolivian economy depended on one product for export: tin. Provided that this mineral generated 75% of the foreign exchange, contributed, directly or indirectly, to 60% of the fiscal income, it was the product that permitted the punctual servicing of the foreign debt. In other words, the economy functioned based on the impulse of tin. The crises of 1907-1908, 1914-1915 and 1920-1921, originated In the Andes region of South America, central banks were created following the recommendations of Edwin W. Kemmerer, professor of Princeton University of the United States, who was hired by the governments of Colombia (1923) , Chile (1925) , Ecuador (1926) , Bolivia (1927) and Peru (1931) , in order to reconstruct their monetary, banking and fiscal systems. His activities were not restricted to the Andean countries; he also worked in Mexico, Guatemala, the Philippines and in other countries of Africa and Europe, also in Turkey and China. The whole of Kemmerer's recommendations were directed towards the reestablishment of the gold standard, the creation of central banks and governing organisms of the banking system. He also carried out important proposals in the fiscal area 26 .
In the interpretation of Paul W. Drake, a researcher of Kemmerer´s missions, in the Andean countries existed a demand for the establishment of institutional frameworks similar to the Federal Reserve System of the United States, due to the fact that it was considered as a model of an advanced finance system, even though in various Andean countries there already existed similar projects to those of Kemmerer. The appeal of this assessor was found to be not only in his technical knowledge and his academic profile, but also in the consideration that he was already bound to the financial circles of the United States. Such hypothetical relationship with the center of world finances opened the possibility not only to provide a new image of the Andean countries to North American banks, but also to facilitate access to credits and investments coming from the United States.
Kemmerer's projects had the support of important social groups aligned against inflation and abrupt fluctuations of exchange rates, who thought that this way they could have access to imports at lower prices and receive foreign credits. Governments required foreign loans in order to finance development projects 27 and their fiscal deficits. The foundation of the reforms was the re-establishment of the gold standard, conforming to what was taking place in the world. This system, which had been suspended since the First World War, was re-adopted beginning with the Geneva Conference of 1922, where it was recommended to implement the gold exchange standard with the aim of stabilizing exchange rates.
The content of Kemmerer's bank reforms
The characteristics of the new gold standard were the following 28 : i) the definition of the national monetary unit as a determined weight of gold. The central bank bought and sold gold at a fixed price;
ii) banknotes were convertible into gold and gold coins could be minted;
iii) exchange rates were fixed according to the weight of gold in each coin. These exchange rates were maintained fixed within the limits of the points of gold; iv) there existed free import and export of gold. That is why the monetary mass in each country was linked to international movements of gold.
The mechanism of adjustment determined that whenever there existed a deficit in the balance of payments, that required taking gold out of the reserves of the central bank, the monetary supply was reduced and the interest rates were increased, in such a way that the aggregate demand was reduced, a factor that pushed prices and costs of production downwards. The result should be an increase of exports and the elimination of the deficit in the balance of payments. The existence of a surplus in the balance of payments determined a different scenario. As a result of gold entering the country, the reserves of the central bank go up, obliging the authorities to expand the monetary supply and lower the interest rates, which cause an increase of aggregate demand, and also, in the prices and costs of exports. As a consequence, exports are reduced and the surplus in the balance of payments is eliminated 29 .
It is important to point out that the monetary system adopted in the second half of the 1920s was not, in reality, the old gold standard, it was better said to be a gold exchange standard (which we shall simply denominate as the gold standard) that was backed by reserves made of the main currencies of the world linked to gold
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. The shortage of gold in the period of readoption of the gold standard was a factor that obliged to economize the precious metal. The system introduced in the United States in 1919, was adopted by Germany in 1924 , Great Britain in 1925 and France in 1926 . Returning to the recommendations of Edwin W. Kemmerer for the Andean countries, it is noted that he proposed to establish high legal reserves with respect to the means of circulation, strong restrictions to the government to carry out loans from the central bank, and a decisive presence from the private sector on the board of directors, with the aim of assigning to the issuing institution an important independence with relation to the government. The management of the gold standard, in charge of the central banks, was too closely attached to the "rules" of this monetary system. In some cases, the authorities over-ruled Kemmerer's recommendations in that they established higher levels of reserves and deposited significant proportions of these in banks in New York and London.
The Kemmererian approaches, converted into laws, were practiced until the effects of the Great Depression and the validity of the gold standard caused significant losses of reserves to the central banks. With the suspension of foreign credit it became impossible to enforce this system and service the external debt. The abandonment of the gold standard by Great Britain in 1931, forced financial authorities to suspend this monetary scheme and to practice policies that contradicted Kemmerer's recommendations. The level of reserves and their relation with money supply dropped, loans to the government increased, exchange rates began to be fixed, and controls on foreign exchange started 33 .
The hiring of the Kemmerer Mission
President Hernando Siles (1926 Siles ( -1930 , being forced by the need to finance public works projects and to cover the recurring fiscal deficit 34 , was interested in the Kemmererian reforms that were being applied in Chile and sent two people to examine such work. Then invited Kemmerer to Bolivia to study and modernize the monetary, financial, budget, and customs systems. The intention of the President was to adopt the reforms of Kemmerer with the aim of reinforcing "…his capacity to negotiate additional foreign loans with or without the approval of moneylenders represented in the Permanent Fiscal Commission"
35
. He also expected that the measures would allow the stabilization of the exchange rate, the increase of revenues and the improvement of the fiscal administration 36 . According to Drake it was agreed to pay the Mission US$80,000 plus expenses for travel and stay. The government would also provide administrative help 37 by means of the creation of a commission and special secretaries. The Informative Commission and the Bolivian Secretariat were established by Supreme Decree on April 7 th of 1927, they were presided over by Casto 33 Paul W. Drake. "La creación de los bancos centrales en los países andinos", op. cit., pp. 88-91 34 For example, on December 6 th of 1927, through Supreme Decree, the Government authorized the contract of a small internal loan by means of the printing of State Bonds, for Bs. 12.0 million, with the purpose of "… covering the deficit of public services, accumulated since previous administrations"; on December 22
nd it was agreed with Patiño a payment in advance of taxes over exports for £34,000. República de Bolivia, Anuario Administrativo de 1927 Administrativo de , pp. 1664 Administrativo de -1666 1726 -1727 Paul W. Drake. Kemmerer en los Andes. La Misión Kemmerer 1923 -1933 The hiring of Kemmerer counted on the support of the principal political parties and important groups of the La Paz elite, even though some maintained doubts over the difficulties in applying the recommendations in a country like Bolivia. Later, on July 30 th of 1927, once the work of the Mission had been finished, through another supreme decree, various commissions were designated to study the projects that the Kemmerer Mission had presented 40 .
Recommendations of the Kemmerer mission
On finishing his mission, he presented nine projects and laws relative to Andes, p. 298. 43 If the arrival of Kemmerer created reactions, the presentation of the projects of monetary reform initiated a fiery debate amongst authorities, economists, businessmen and politicians. For example, it is possible to refer to: Eduardo Arce Quiroga. "Las leyes impositivas de la Misión Kemmerer en Bolivia". El Republicano (La Paz) (5, octubre, 1928); Ignacio Prudencio Bustillo. "La Reforma bancaria propuesta por la Misión Kemmerer y los bancos comerciales". El Republicano (La Paz) (27, noviembre, 1928) ; José Luis Tejada Sorzano. "El problema bancario y la creación del Banco Central". El Diario (La Paz) (8, febrero, 1929); Enrique Aponte. "La transformación del Banco de la Nación Boliviana". El Republicano (La Paz) (20, enero, 1929) ; Hermógenes Avilés. "Cambios bancarios bajo el nuevo sistema monetario del patrón-oro". La Razón (La Paz) (7, julio, 1929 . In other words, the expert held that it was necessary to create a bank of banks and that, founded on the gold standard, it be able to keep the exchange rate. But at the same time affirmed that the country did not agree to create a new bank, only transform the Bank of the Bolivian Nation into a central bank, as the demand for credit was small, a factor that caused the reduction of the commercial banks. Holding that as the Bank of the Bolivian Nation had the monopoly of issuing for 25 years, the government lacked legal arguments to suspend this right, also that the exclusive right of issuing was affected by the foreign loan contract of 1922, by virtue of which the State shares in the Bank of the Bolivian Nation were pledged. Finally, he affirmed that it had acted in some operations as "…a true central bank"
49
.
Attributions
According to Law No.632, July 11 th of 1928, the Central Bank was born with the following faculties: i) make loans and rediscounts to commercial banks;
ii) receive deposits from the public, associated banks and the state;
iii) officiate as a clearing house for checks; iv) buy and sell minted gold and gold bars, transfers by cable and telegraph, money orders and checks payable at sight; v) buy, sell and discount money orders paid overseas and letters of foreign exchange proceeding from transactions of imports and exports; vi) buy, sell and discount bank acceptances, money orders and commercial payments;
vii) obtain money from loans within the country or from overseas; viii) officiate as the financial broker of the state; ix) maintain the monopoly of money issuing.
The mandatory bank reserves of metal were fixed at 50%. If such reserves fell lower than this level, the Central Bank of Bolivia would then be liable to pay fines (article 71). . The events that followed showed that such exchange rate represented a factor of vulnerability in the system due to the overvaluation of the pound sterling 54 . In the case of Bolivia it remained clear that Kemmerer had not taken into account the overvaluation of the Bolivian currency, as a result of massive income of capital emanating from external debt, at the moment of fixing the exchange rates with respect to the pound sterling and the dollar. Remember that the exchange rate with respect to the British currency that in 1922 had been Bs. 15.24, was gaining value since 1923, reaching Bs. 13.33 in 1928. In this sense, the maintenance of the exchange rate depended on new external credits and on a growing income of foreign exchange provided by the exports of tin.
The Monetary Law
Law 609 re-established the gold standard, which Kemmerer had understood principally since the unrestricted validity of convertibility. The law defined the monetary unit of the country as the boliviano, with a fine gold content of 0.54917grams, and determined to produce gold, silver and nickel coins at the Mint House of Potosí
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. Exchange rates were established in relation to the pound sterling at Bs. 13.33 and at Bs. 2.73 to the gold dollar of the United States. Likewise, the English pound sterling and the Peruvian pound were recognized as currencies with the capacity of functioning as means of payment, value deposit, unity of account and as a standard of time payments. Finally, as corresponded to the gold standard, laws were revoked on taxes, prohibitions and restrictions over the export of gold coins, of gold bars and over the export of silver coins. In justifying the new General Law of Banks, Kemmerer held that the current legal framework (the law of 1890 that had been modified in 1891), had various deficiencies, that had brought the banks to work with their particular norms. Affirmed, on the other hand, that there was not an efficient and necessary fiscal control, because bank activities are of public interest 57 .
The Law included the creation of the Superintendency of Banks, resolutions relative to the organization of the banks, requirements of capital, amounts of reserves, and a classification of banks into commercial, savings and mortgages, besides authorizing the creation of mortgage sections in the commercial banks.
The Superintendency of Banks, who replaced the General Inspector of Banks 58 , had as his objectives the control of the finance system, by means of vigilance in order to accomplish the legal framework, controlling the destruction of banknotes, and the issuing and incineration of mortgage letters from mortgage banks and the mortgage sections of commercial banks.
Foundation of the Central Bank of Bolivia
The 
Capital and composition of shareholdings 61
The authorized capital was Bs. 30 million, while the subscribed capital reached to Bs. 25,809,900, and that paid Bs. 22,939,700. As was already established, the Central Bank of Bolivia assumed the assets and liabilities of the Bank of the Bolivian Nation.
The shares were divided into three kinds: A, B, C. Their distribution was as follows. -Class C shares belonging to the public:
29.1% 100.0%
Composition of the Board of Directors 63
The Board of Directors was formed by 9 titular members and 9 substitutes. The titular members were distributed in the following manner:
-two directors named by the government -two directors named by the associate banks 
External context
The Great Depression and its principal characteristics
Only three months after the inauguration of the Central Bank came the shock of the New York Stock Market, which meant the beginning of the Great Depression, and, as previously mentioned, the abandoning of the Kemmerer reforms. 62 The associated banks were the National Bank of Bolivia and the Mercantile Bank. Through the Supreme Resolution of May 24, 1930, the payment of the third and fourth quotas were postponed for two years, and could be prolonged until the government honored their debt to the National Bank of Bolivia for Bs. 2,700.000. The crisis was characterized, between 1929 and 1933, mainly, by the profound and persistent decline of economic activity, elevated rates of unemployment and deflation. The GDP of the 16 most industrialized countries was profoundly reduced between 1930 and 1932. Only in 1933 the average rate of growth showed the beginnings of recuperation that was quite unequal. When the Great Depression began, the rate of unemployment in the United States was even lower than the United Kingdom; later on much higher rates were registered, reaching a peak in 1933. In the United Kingdom, unemployment grew until 1932, but never reached those levels registered in the United States. The reduction of price levels not only in the United States and the United Kingdom, but also in the rest of the industrialized nations, constituted another important factor that expressed the effect of an overproduction and a fall in the aggregated demand (see table 6 ).
The moratorium of the external debt in Latin America and the abandoning of the gold standard
The global deflation brought about a reduction of export prices. . The resources provided by external credits were obtained by means of corruption; for example, the granting of bribes to authorities in different governments, and were generally poorly utilized, as had occurred in Bolivia. They were destined to finance fiscal deficits, to refinance the external debt and to pay for infrastructure, such as public services in urban areas and railways 66 . This cycle of external indebtedness, was characterized by Thorp, as The deterioration of income provided by exports, the restrictions of external credit flows and finally their suspension, put the region in a difficult situation in order to honor their external obligations. The payments for the debt servicing deepened the balance of payments problems while diminishing dangerously the international reserves. These factors drove Latin America to produce a wave of declarations of default. Between January 1931 and 1934, 15 Latin American nations declared default in their external obligations 68 . The suspension of servicing the external debt permitted a relief from the pressures over the requirements of foreign exchange and, in this way, conditions were generated for the re-establishment of external equilibrium. In the same way, it permitted lowering the pressure over fiscal spending 69 .
The abandoning of the gold standard, propelled by its suspension in England in September of 1931, allowed devaluation of the national currencies in Latin America and initiated the exchange rate management, which turned into a source of fiscal income; likewise, systems of foreign exchange controls and rationing began to be applied. On the other hand, the breaking of the national currency to gold connection permitted the expansion of fiscal spending.
The fiscal policy was gradually acquiring an active orientation as a result of the fall of income from exports caused by the reduction of both taxes on exports and income provided by customs. The fiscal restrictions to confront the obligations of paying salaries to the public administration and other types of expenses obliged the government to run deficits that meant an impulse to reactivation 70 .
III) IMPACT OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION ON BOLIVIA: MONETARY AND EXCHANGE POLICIES AND THE PROBLEM OF INDEPENDENCE OF THE CENTRAL BANK OF BOLIVIA
Effects of the Great Depression on Bolivia
The Great Depression impacted on Bolivia by way of two mechanisms: commercial and financial. The first was expressed through the sharp contraction in the prices of tin and the second through the suspension of external credit. From 1929 to 1932 the prices of tin fell by a proportion of more than 50% and, as the volume of exports also fell, the impact on the value of exports was brutal. The consequences on international reserves at the Central Bank of Bolivia were devastating, even more so considering that initially the government was able to comply with servicing the external debt. However, it should be noted that from the second half of 1932, the emerging requirements from the Chaco War were also pressuring the reserves downwards. In the system of the gold standard, the fall of the reserves dragged down monetary supply and prices; as a consequence, deflation constituted another critical factor of the conjuncture. Finally, the fall of exports and imports deprived the government of a significant portion of their revenue and brought down together the government's spending (see Table 7 ).
The prices of tin, which had continued to fall since 1927 as a result of the marked imbalance between world production and consumption, dropped strongly from the beginning of the Great Depression. In this context, the Tin International Committee (TIC) purpose of re-establishing the equilibrium between production and consumption. The first action of the TIC was to establish quotas of exports for its members, a restriction that should have been accomplished voluntarily; however, the agreement failed due to the lack of a coercive mechanism. The following step was the establishment of the First International Agreement of Tin, between 1931 and 1933 , with the support of the signatory governments. The presence of the governments lent to the TIC sufficient coerciveness that permitted the mechanism to accomplish export restrictions. In the case of Bolivia the authorities were charged with fixing the export quotas and distributing them between the producers and controlling their accomplishment.
The acceleration of the crisis obliged the TIC to stipulate the prohibition of exporting tin during July and August of 1932, which caused the paralysis of productive activities. Since the end of August the country was only able to complete 40% of the assigned quotas. From the second half of 1932, the external situation produced a reversal because of the draconian policy determined by the TIC and as a result of the incipient recuperation, soft and fluctuating, in the industrialized nations.
The default in servicing the external debt.
The reduction in the availability of foreign exchange provided by exports combined with the suspension of external credit, forced the government of President Hernando Siles, at the end of April 1930, to sign a contract with the Unión Allumetiere S.A. of Brussels to obtain a loan of US$2 million. The objective of this new loan was to reinforce the extraordinary budget of 1930, taking into consideration the drop of fiscal income.
The Military Junta headed up by General Carlos Blanco Galindo (1930 , following the overthrow of President Hernando Siles, immediately declared their intention to continue servicing the external debt and made a remittance of US$1.05 million to New York corresponding to the second half of 1929 73 . However, the shortages of foreign exchange implied great difficulties for the government to continually accomplish servicing the external debt in dollars. In order to study ways to confront the crisis, the Military Junta stipulated the creation of a Supreme Council of the National Economy integrated by representatives of the government, the Central Bank of Bolivia, industrial and commercial associations, railway enterprises, and a representative of the Workers Federation of La Paz
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. This Council presented a report to the government in August of 1930. They had calculated that Bs. 24.0 million was required to accomplish servicing the public debt in the second half of 1930, however, the estimated income of the 73 The Military Junta began to govern on June 28, 1930, and on July 2, publicly declared their intention to maintain the external debt service. El Diario (La Paz), July 2, 1930, p. 7. On July 3, the relevant amount was remitted. El Diario (La Paz), July 3, 1930, p. 6. Manuel Contreras made reference to cables sent by the Central Bank and the Comptrollership to the US bankers announcing the continuation of servicing the external debt. See: Impuestos, deuda y guerra: La economía política de Bolivia, 1920 de Bolivia, -1935 de Bolivia, . (1990 . The report did not consider the dangerous reduction of foreign exchange reserves.
The deepening of the fiscal deterioration obliged the government to urgently seek solutions that implicated strong reductions in public spending. Some analysts maintained that servicing the external debt should be suspended in consideration of the accelerated reduction of fiscal income 77 . Others affirmed that the external debt should continue to be serviced in order to maintain the nation's financial trustworthiness 78 . The debate over the maintenance of the external debt had commenced, which showed an increasing awareness over the problem.
Later on the Military Junta formed a commission that should have reached an agreement with the New York bankers, "…with the aim of preventing the heavy servicing of external debt from pulling down the gold reserves, at least for some time"
79
. The commission journeyed to New York at the end of November of 1930 to negotiate with the North American bankers a new credit to accomplish servicing the debt; however, the critical situation of the financial market made it impossible to reach any pact. The result was, according to the Commission, "…that the only advice was to harmonize the payments that Bolivia could do now and in the near future with its economic capacity to pay until the plentiful recuperation of economic forces would permit total payments"
80
. In other words, the failure of negotiations signified the green light to declare default in servicing the external debt.
In effect, the President of the Military Junta at the inauguration of the National Congress, on February 27 th of 1931, made it known that the servicing of the external debt had been completed up to November of 1930, "…in order to make the last payments it was necessary to take funds destined for the most urgent expenses of the administration and finally to resort to internal credit. It was presented in this way to the country the material situation of not being able to continue payment of our external obligations" (February 28, 1930) . Manuel Contreras. Impuestos, deuda…, p. 32. The research of Contreras revealed that in New York the Bolivian government requested a meeting with the bankers and a representative of the US government, which was rejected by the State Department.
Therefore, from December of 1930 the country stopped servicing the external debt with the North American banks. In August of 1931 , President Daniel Salamanca (1931 -1934 , only ratified such suspension 82 . Equally, the Law of October 9 th of 1931, which established the prohibition of exporting gold (minted coins, bars or powder), determined the rescheduling of the suspension of the debt service that should be paid in foreign currency 83 . In comparison to other Latin American countries, Bolivia was the first to adopt such a decision, marking an important path of anti-crisis economic policy in Latin America 84 . After various failed attempts to reach agreement with bond holders (in 1948, 1950, 1957, 1968 and 1969) and with the making of partial payments, only in 1998, through a special agreement, this episode could be finally closed 85 .
The abandoning of the gold standard and the monetary and exchange policies
The reserves fell dangerously until December of 1930 as the flow of foreign exchange provided by exports slowed down, the external credit ceased, the servicing of the external debt continued, and the free convertibility of bolivianos to pounds sterling and dollars was maintained. The authorities of the Central Bank let the gold standard established mechanisms perform automatically and the monetary supply contracted till 1931. The legal reserves fell to 38.5% in 1932; in practice, therefore, the minimum reserve of 50% established in the organic law of the issuing institute was disregarded. The beginning of the Chaco War, in June 1932, accelerated the reduction of the reserves of the Central Bank (see table 8 ).
In this framework, in 1930, the authorities of the recently founded Central Bank, maintained that "… the convertibility of the banknote is guaranteed by an ample and adequate reserve of gold, located part in Bolivia and part overseas…" 86 . They recommended "…level out as soon as possible our trade balance, reduce imports, enact real fiscal budgets, without deficit, and, favor our industries and markets…" 87 . However, they acknowledged the existence of certain problems like the strong demand for foreign exchange "…in order to settle our unfavorable balance of payments", and, on the other hand, informed that in 1930, the sales of foreign exchange were superior to the purchases by 90.3%. But expressed their orthodox optimism when they affirmed that in front of the critics "the Central Bank can perfectly maintain stable the value of the boliviano, in a natural manner, and therefore, the exchange rate can be sustained fluctuating around the parity and within the extreme points of entering and exiting [ 1928 (Law No. 632) , the minimum legal reserve of gold should be equal to 50% of the banknotes in circulation and of its deposits. The article 72 establishes that the minimum legal reserve was formed by: i) gold coins minted by Bolivia, Britain, Peru, the United States and other gold coins deposited in the vaults of the Central Bank; ii) gold minted and bars deposited in banks of high category in London or New York; iii) deposits paid in gold at sight or at 3 days sight in banks of London or New York; iv) Bolivian silver coins. In order to obtain the figures of the legal reserve, the norm has been taken into account; that is to say, the metallic reserves in the vaults of the Central Bank have been added to the deposits in foreign banks.
In observance of the automatic adjustment mechanisms, the Central Bank stipulated the increase of all rates of discount. These, for example, for the associate banks and at 90 days, rose from 8% to 9% between July 1929 and March of 1930. The problems that followed obliged for their reduction to 7% in August of 1930 89 .
The deterioration of the price of tin, the retraction in the volumes of export, principally in 1931, the news of the default of the debt and the crisis of liquidity in foreign exchange, appeared to be what propelled a speculative attack against foreign exchange of the banking system. The persistence of the attack forced the Central Bank, from a moment on, to confront "…alone, the whole demand made by the government, commerce and the public" 90 .
As can be observed, the cost was an accelerated loss of reserves from the Central Bank. In this situation, the abandoning by England of the gold standard, on September 21 st of 1931, was a factor that obliged the authorities to assume the same measure on September 23 rd . However, that decision did not imply that the loss of reserves be stopped, but instead continued until 1933. But, as noted previously, it happened under wartime circumstances.
The abandoning of the monetary system based on gold was produced in1932, through a law of emergency, which approved the moratorium and the suspension of payments of gold. The same disposition authorized the Central Bank of Bolivia to concede loans of emergency to the mining enterprises and exporters 91 . In practice, the suspension continued indefinitely. Following the suspension of the gold standard, the Central Bank confronted two problems: fixing the exchange rate and assuring a flow of foreign exchange that would permit the established rate to be maintained. From that moment began an exchange policy, which included the fixing of the exchange rate and the obligatory hand over of foreign currency to the issuing entity.
Considering the shareholders structure of the Central Bank, there should have been searched a consensus between buyers and sellers of foreign exchange in order to agree on an exchange rate. With that aim, and violating what was stipulated by article 39 of the organic law, that prohibited the realization of general assemblies of shareholders, a financial assembly was held, where it was agreed to maintain the link with the pound sterling, at a buying exchange rate of 12.97 Bs/pound sterling and at a selling exchange rate of 13.03 Bs/pound sterling. Likewise, the mining industry promised to sell their available foreign exchange to the Central Bank. The immediate results were not positive because the Bank did not have the promised foreign exchange. The losses of reserves continued and the Bank was urged to establish a new exchange rate even without reaching an agreement between buyers and sellers of foreign currency. This situation obliged the Central Bank to assume the responsibility to fix the price of the pound sterling and the dollar. The enactment of a new law permitted the Central Bank to fix a floating exchange rate within maximum and minimum limits of 13.46 Bs/pound sterling and 13.15 Bs/pound sterling 92 , thus assuming a system of exchange with narrow limits.
In this way, the Central Bank renounced the fundamental objective of the gold standard, which was to support a fixed exchange rate. In this sense, from October of 1931, the exchange rate took on the category of an active instrument of economic policy.
Initially, exchange rate management was based on agreements that could be reached between the exporters of tin, represented by the Association of Mining Industrialists, and the buyers of foreign exchange, whose interests were in charge of the National Chamber of Commerce. The Bank had the aim of harmonizing both interests. A later agreement of fixing the exchange rate took into account the behavior of tin prices (1931) (1932) (1933) Although, the measure was revised, the important thing was that a definitive change was initiated in the orientation of economic policy in the government of President Daniel , abandoned liberal orthodoxy and gave way to interventionism.
The growing necessity of foreign exchange pressured the government to implement more active dispositions. In effect, in December of 1932, the government expropriated a part of the reserves of gold of the Central Bank, the Mercantile Bank, the National Bank of Bolivia and, also of the Association of the Mining Industrialists, to a total value of £470,588 97 , a measure that motivated protests and execution of legal actions on behalf of those affected, including the Central Bank, to impede the measure but without any success. However, the Central Bank in protest resolved to suspend advances of loans conceded to the government 98 .
It is important to note that the fixing of the exchange rate and the shortage of foreign exchange determined the appearance of a parallel exchange rate in 1932 (see 
Credits granted to the State
The fiscal situation, which was worrisome before the Great Depression, turned critical after 1930: the executed revenue fell by 58.1% from 1929 to 1932, while the executed expenses fell by only 37.0%. As a consequence, the deficit had to rise, as well as the necessities of financing it (see Confronted by the accelerated reduction of fiscal revenue, the answer was the reduction of expenses, through a group of measures which included the suppression of positions, firing of personnel, reductions of salaries, and cutbacks of items related to acquisitions of supplies and rents for use of private real estate. 
Subtotal
Sources: Own elaboration based on: Banco Central de Bolivia. Memorias Anuales (1929 Anuales ( -1933 . (a) Includes: loans to the Central government, prefectures and institutions such as municipalities, universities, Yacimientos Petrolíferos Fiscales Bolivianos (YPFB) and boards of public works and roads. Note: It was not possible to establish with certainty the credit granted strictly to the National General Treasury.
After initiating the war with Paraguay, the pressures to obtain credit at the Central Bank rose appreciably. Simultaneously, on September 30 th of 1932, the Government stipulated the creation of emergency taxes, for five years, in order to finance war expenses 99 . However, as a result of growing necessities, the authorities resorted to financing by the Central Bank, through which were granted two emergency loans to the government, which totaled Bs. 50.0 million. Altogether, from 1929 to 1932, the Central Bank granted the government credits for Bs. 111.1 million (see table 12 ).
The major deteriorations of revenue and the low amounts obtained from the public obligated the Government to demand a major quantity of credits from the Central Bank. The issuing institution that had complete independence from the government, and that also practiced a policy of reduction of M1 in harmony with the rules of the gold standard, resisted to grant the loans demanded by the Government, arguing their subjection to the Organic Law. As has already been examined, it was stipulated that the legal reserve over M1 should come from a minimum of 50%, a limit that did not permit the Central Bank to issue more than the stipulated reserves. There had been an attempt to resolve the problem on September 14 th of 1931, when the Government presented to the Chamber of Deputies a project of law that reduced the minimum amount of legal reserve to 35%, with the aim of raising the value of credit to the State; the proposal was rejected.
As will be seen later on, the immediate consequence of applying an expansive fiscal policy induced the adoption of a similar monetary policy; that is to say, that the fiscal deficit was covered simply by issuing banknotes; therefore, M1 expanded increasingly from 1932.
From deflation to inflation
The preceding analysis shows that the monetary and fiscal policies were, from 1932, gradually expansive. The financial necessities required to support the recuperation and those that emerged from the Chaco War obliged to finance the fiscal deficits with loans from the Central Bank and by the collocation of government bonds in the issuing institution. These factors determined the increase in means of payment in the economy, with the exception of the period 1929-1931, when M1 was reduced by Bs. 22.6 million. The impact of the growing liquidity, in a general context of reduction of production, had to be the impulse of the inflationary pressures also with the exception of the period 1929-1931. In the three mentioned years, the reduction of M1 caused a deflation that reached its maximum level in 1931, when prices dropped by 17% compared to the previous year and in 1932 the inflation attained 26% (see table 13).
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The independence of the Central Bank
If we understand for independence of the Central Bank, first that "…it has the freedom to choose how to pursue its objectives, in second place, that its decisions are very difficult to revoke for whatever other political request" 100 , so it was born with these attributes established in the legal framework that ruled its objectives and attributions. In this sense, the Kemmererian design had managed to provide a high level of independence.
As has been commented, article 6 of the Law No. 632 which created the Central Bank, established three kinds of shares: classes A, B, and C. The first corresponded to the government and had no right to vote. In article 9, it was defined that class B corresponded to the associated banks and class C, according to article 19, to the public.
Despite the capital contributed by the State, for the constitution of the Central Bank, reached 62.5%, the representatives of the State on the Board of Directors were only two out of a total of nine, according to articles 22 and 24, meanwhile the associated banks and the public together, according to articles 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29, had a representation of seven members, that is to say 78%.
On the other hand, article 8 also established that the Class A shares, of the government, "…did not give the right to vote"
101
. Although article 26 determined that class C shares, which were owned by the associated banks, would not have a right to vote, this structure and the rights of voting or not in the Board of Directors showed that the government could participate in the discussions, but as the government could not vote, it had no possibilities to influence the decisions of the Board of Directors. Article 53 established that the buying of bonds, letters, etc., and the concession of loans, discounts and advances to the government, associated banks, the public, departmental governments, municipalities and other enterprises administered directly by the government, were subject to the following conditions: i) loans should not be for longer than 90 days; ii) loans, discounts and advances were not to be made for any associated bank; iii) loans, discounts and advances were to be made to government entities and associated banks that had an account of more than Bs. 500,000 up to Bs. 1,500,000, with the votes, of at least, six members of the Board of Directors.
In chapter IX, article 76, titled "Contractual relations with the government", a group of obligations by the government in favor of the Central Bank were determined, which could not be changed within the following fifty years, the term specified for the concession the government had made to the Bank. The obligations determined were: i) to permit the Central Bank, the free trade of gold inside and outside of the country without restrictions;
ii) not to carry out the issue of banknotes as no other private entities could;
iii) to comply with the determinations of the Board of Directors with respect to new issues of banknotes; iv) to receive banknotes of the Central Bank, for the covering of payments of taxes, interests and debts; v) not to reduce the rights of the shareholders to take part in the utilities of the Central Bank; vi) the government should reduce its debt to the Central Bank, according to article 53, "…and not to request loans from the Bank in the future that exceed the prescribed limits of that section of the article indicated"; vii) not to levy the Central Bank with taxes from which it is exempt (taxes that are national, municipal, created or to be created, with the exception of taxes such as stamp duty, stamped paper, taxes on telegraphs, cables and post, taxes on real estate and buildings and imports and exports).
As a consequence, the Central Bank was granted independence by an appropriate legal framework in order to fix its objectives and the government had no possibilities of influencing or modifying the decisions taken by the Board of Directors. Now, as the impact of the Great Depression was diminishing the availability of foreign exchange, the government and monetary authorities aligned themselves to maintain the monetary scheme; that is to say, continuing to service the external debt and restricting credits and the monetary supply. Then came the moment, as has been examined previously, when it was impossible to maintain the monetary system, and the government, especially after the start of the Chaco War, exerted strong pressure on the Central Bank for loans. The independence of the Central Bank gradually deteriorated.
The relationship between the impact of the Great Depression and the beginning of the Chaco War
The Great Depression impacted on almost all the sectors of the Bolivian economy, especially between 1930 and 1932. The mining industry reduced its activities, industry and commerce experienced a fall in their sales, the railways had a contraction in the volumes of cargo and the government had to make adjustments to its administrative apparatus, firing functionaries and reducing salaries. The result was a sudden contraction of economic activity that became the origin of a growing unemployment. From 1930 to 1932 approximately, the mining industry fired 20,000 people, the railways, industry, commerce and other sectors 5,800 and the government fired 800; summing up, 26,600 workers had been fired. Also returning to the country were those Bolivians who had been working in the Chilean saltpeter industry and had been fired, approximately 1,800 workers in number. In total, by the end of 1932 there existed approximately 28,000 people without work 102 .
In this scenario, the social discontent aggravated, as a result of continuous protests by the unemployed who demanded the provision of foodstuffs, rents dafaults and an ample program of public works. The workers movement, the middle class and the non-traditional political organizations joined the protests and formed a radical movement "…of an ample base, influenced by the resurgence of left wing currents among the students" One of them maintained that the country was living under a "…revolutionary effervescence which originated in communist propaganda", another affirmed that there had been found among the indigenous of the highland, pamphlets instigating subversion 105 . In answer to the disorder, the government of President Daniel Salamanca (1931 Salamanca ( -1934 ordered the capture and confinement of union leaders and left wing politicians in Chapare. In his message to the National Congress of 1932, the President justified the measures of force arguing that they were necessary "…to silence the communist movement that had ostensibly been working against the Nation… [and that]…had brandished the flag of social revolution…" 106 . However, the repression did not signify the end of the protests.
Clearly, the effect of the Great Depression had gone beyond the economic domain and had penetrated the social and political spheres, allowing the voicing of several unresolved problems. In this sense, the role of the economic crisis had been to impulse discontent and social agitation that had appeared to head towards the rupture of the social order. The social and political scenarios showed that the government of President Daniel Salamanca had been overcome by the events. In this situation, the question for the government was: How to overcome the political-social crisis that had threatened the legal order? The hypothesis that was suggested is that President Daniel Salamanca found in the military conflict with Paraguay an "escape valve" that not only permitted to repress the left, but also, and fundamentally, to overcome the conflicts and revive patriotic sentiment that would unify the nation. In this sense, the government took advantage of the armed confrontation in July of 1932 between detachments of the armies of Bolivia and Paraguay to expand the war, under the assumption of an economic and military superiority of Bolivia over Paraguay, which would give the possibility of resolving the war quickly. When the war began, President Salamanca decreed a state of siege and arrested a great part of the leftist intellectuals, as well as agitators, workers, Marxists, pacifists, etc. In summary, the detonation of the Chaco War was in the impact of the Great Depression on a very vulnerable economy, with a conflicting society and with old problems of sovereignty with Paraguay. The incapacity of the State, evidenced by the negative effect of the crisis, contributed to exacerbate the problems. The solution, conceived as transitory in order to dissipate the strong social tensions, was none other than to initiate the war with Paraguay.
Conclusions
The years of the 1920s were characterized by the presence of the first cycle of external debt, the growth of exports of tin and the construction of railway lines. Public finances demonstrated a structural tendency towards a deficit because of the growing expenses that could not be financed by current revenue. However, this did not represent a problem for the authorities, who became indebted internally, debt that then became converted into external debt; therefore, the public debt tended to grow constantly.
Although convertibility was abandoned in 1914 and the exchange rate fluctuated in the first half of the 1920s, in practice the means of circulation followed the course that emanated from the availability of reserves, which at the same time responded not only to the incoming foreign exchange from exports, but also to the flows of external credit. In different situations of negative external shocks a depreciation of the exchange rate happened, which sometimes was reverted by the foreign exchange coming from the external indebtedness. However, the extreme vulnerability of the Bolivian economy was visible, because of exports, fiscal revenues and the public debt service, principally foreign, depended on the behavior of tin, a mineral whose price responded to the economic situation of the world.
The Kemmerer Mission was hired not only in order to modernize the monetary, financial and fiscal systems, but also to allow the contracting of new external loans. It was considered that the reforms of the so called "money doctor" would maintain open the external credit from the United States. The work of the expert was intense because he presented nine projects of law which were approved without major discussion. There were three groups of measures relative to the monetary-financial field: the monetary reform, which implied the adoption of the gold standard; the creation of the Central Bank of Bolivia reorganizing the Bank of the Bolivian Nation, with the mission of administering the new monetary scheme; and the General Law of Banking.
The Kemmererian reforms granted the Central Bank an independence from the government through different resolutions of its Organic Law. The application of the recommendations was made four months before the beginning of the Great Depression, which totally changed the external situation and was a factor of destabilization of the reforms. The impact of this crisis was devastating and sank the Bolivian economy in a contractive process that covered the whole society. In this adverse context, those responsible for the monetary management and the government authorities firstly adopted an orthodox attitude and tried to maintain "the rules of the game", later, forced by reality, abandoned the gold standard. The Chaco War accelerated this process, in such a way that by the end of 1932, the monetary policy scheme responded to the demands and pressures of the government. The foreign exchange management became another instrument of action that permitted adjustments to exchange rates, and forced the exporters to hand over foreign exchange and distribute them according to the requirements of the State and the private sector. The result of these actions was the gradual loss of independence of the Central Bank, the adoption of expansive policies and the resurgence of inflationary pressures. Of Kemmerer's reforms, the Central Bank endured and became one of the important leverages for the reactivation, ordering and control of the financial system. The gold standard was abandoned, but the institutions were maintained. The recommendations of the expert were not completely abandoned.
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